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Art on the squareHigh hopes no solid
plans for art buildings V
it 4 i
V V
t
faculty art as well as traveling art
shows
Forney believes spaces for
exhibition are important to the
art department There is not a
nice student gallery she said con-
tinuing that works are commonly
displayed in the hallways of art
buildings We need a place with
integrity to exhibit works
Dwyer hopes that the new
art center will include an area for
event receptions and secure stor-
age so that Kenyon can increase
its permanent collection He is
pleased that there has been a lot
ofconsultation between President
Nugent architect Graham Gund
63 and the faculty members of the
art department
Ritter said the current art
facilities are lacking in general
07 a studio art major Its a little
secluded it allows you to get away
from the normal academia of your
other classes to do art
Yana Forney 07 a studio art
major agrees with Ritter However
she said she would like to feel
more integrated with the rest of
campus
Professor of Art History Eu-
gene Dwyer said that it does
not matter to him where the art
buildings are located as long as
they preserve Kenyons historic
atmosphere and are convenient for
faculty students guests and trucks
delivering new art
One building will be used pri-
marily for exhibitions art history
classrooms and offices the other
will house studio art The new
exhibition area will be larger than
the current gallery in Olin Library
and will feature more student and
BY HILARY FRANKE
StaffReporter
More details about the loca-
tion and purpose of two proposed
art buildings were revealed this
week following the Board or Trust-
ees meeting The trustees approved
funding to begin making plans for
new art facilities although plans
remain vague because donors are
not yet secured
Although the locations for
the buildings are still officially
undecided Provost Greg Spaid
former professor of studio art said
that they will probably be built on
south campus to make Kenyon
as much as possible a walking
campus
Not everyone is excited by
the potential move southward
I like where the art buildings
are up north said Andrew Ritter
Kenyon to launch composting
program in dining halls
Sarah Silverman 06 makes art out of Nick Johnsons 06 hair as part of a campu-
swide exhibition of performance At The exhibition put on by Andy
Brad-
dock 06 and Andrew Kingsley 06 gave students the opportunity to flex their
artistic muscles for 48 straight hours on a 6 x 6 platform outside the library
Council passes PUD
creates four- way stop in
Village to curb traffic
see ART page 2
campus to a higher sustainable
living standard Stricter added
This year we are picking up mo
mentum and trying to get bigger
rliinT5th gs goingcrninCT
The composting day
quantified how wasteful Kenyon
students are on an average day
Students here waste a lot of
food said Lewis Its very easy
to pile your plate full of things
of little andtry a bunch things
thats the mentality
of a campus that we
have the right to put
this food on our plate
because were paying a
lot of money for it
I actually ex-
pected the amount
of waste collected
to be higher Stricter
added How much
food is wasted is re-
lated to how good the
food is Strieter has
observed some stu-
dents taking entire
trays of food not
knowing what will
be good planning to
discard about half of
One of the main
purposes of compost-
ing day was to raise
Willow Bcldcn
students in
day see COMPOST page 2
Family Environmental Center
BFEC taking waste from
Middle Ground and members
of the community and turning
usefulC 1 rrrrscr whichtr K I r bit into compost
is given away or used in BFEC
maintenance
Said junior Amyj Stricter
co- president or RttL uuruuu
tries to promote and organize
the studentevents to educate
body so that we can bring the
BY GILAD BARLEV
Layout Assistant
Resource and Energy Ef
t t T t V 1ficient Living REEL plans to
present a proposal to the student
body this semester and later to
1 XinnrA TnicrcE rn rrv rnLilt AUctlVl JV llWJU- wj
implement full- scale composting
at Kenyon
The plan started with REELS
composting day on Nov 1 in
i i r
whicn memDers or
REEL collected sep-
arated and weighed
the waste from lunch
and dinner in the din-
ing halls They col-
lected 355 pounds of
waste three- quarters
of which was com-
postable
I was surprised S
by the response of stu-
dents said Liz Lewis
07 who heads the
composting project
We had some stu-
dents that were really
passionately excited
about the project and
we had other students
who were vehemently
against the project
REEL currently
operates a smaller
nance as an emergency ordinance
to be able to have all three required
readings in one meeting The stop
signs should be placed as soon as
they come in according to council
members
The council spent the major-
ity of the meeting discussing the
amendment to the zoning code that
establishes the option to rezone
land for PUDs which was pre-
senred by Village Solicitor Kenneth
Lane PUD legislation is intended
primarily for builders of multiple
see COUNCIL page 2
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BY KATHRYN CHIASSON
Opinions Assistant
At their meeting last Monday
Village Council overwhelmingly
approved creating a four- way stop
at the intersection of Gaskin Avenue
and Woodside Drive to prevent
speeding The council also passed
Planned Unit Development PUD
legislation that has been several
years in the making
Two of the residents who live
near the Gaskin- Woodside inter-
secrion Kent Woodward- Ginther
93 and Janer Graddick spoke at
the meeting about the need for the
stop signs Ten children under the
age of 12 live near the intersecrion
and there are no sidewalks they said
Graddick added that the people who
walk around the community are not
just children but elderly and middle-
aged people wirh dogs
Woodward- Ginther was quick
to point out that the speeders
around the intersection are not Ke-
nyon students but commuters
The council approved the new
stop and designated the new ordi
I
scale composting Q7 cokcls compost anJ otner waste from
project at the Brown Upper Dempsey last week as pan of REELs compost
2 News The Kenyon Collegian Thursday November 10 2005
Compost REEL raises
environmental awareness
Council Village
approves PUD regs
Total Waste 3551bs
J VVSS Now ompostable
PUD legislation has been in the
works since 1999 and the Council
was familiar with the document and
its intent As land developers push
more and more into Gambier the
Council is concerned with protect-
ing the village atmosphere Issues
with the PUD legislation discussed
include developers paying attention
to landscaping preventing vinyl
fencing and planning the possible
need for affordable housing
CONTINUED from page 1
unit developments and sets up
legislation for how developers
should design their development
if they want it to be approved by
the Village Council In discus-
sion Monday night the council
members focused mainly on the
wording of the document as this
legislation is in its final stages of
development
Other items discussed at Mondays meeting
Gambier was presented with an Exemplary Community award
from the Ohio EPA for its recycling program
Mayor Kirk Emmert presented his ordinance to create a storm
water utility for the Village of Gambier
Gambiers streets are currently undergoing extensive patching and
funding for this work was approved
postible S J
til Mil
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Results from the REEL composting day
CONTINUED from page 1
student awareness If we actually
have them scraping their plates
said Lewis the goal is eventu-
ally to decrease the amount of
food that theyre putting on
their plates to begin with so that
theyll actually take what theyre
going to eat
Stricter agreed If you
could have seen a lot of students
faces when they had to handle
their own waste I mean its food
Af A r
Waste in lbs
at Kenyon
that they were eating five minutes
before but once they determine
it as something that theyre going
to throw out they dont want to
touch it anymore
Full- scale implementa-
tion of a composting program
would involve the creation of
an on- campus facility to handle
the composting the hiring of a
maintenance staff and the instal-
lation of a compressor which
would remove moisture from the
waste to make it homogenous and
art without having to travel He
also thinks it is possible that the
addition of secure storage may
encourage people to donate more
art to Kenyon
Currently the art department
is housed in Bexley Hall Bailey
House the Mayer Art Center
the Art Barn and the Olin Li-
brary Common complaints about
the existing buildings center on
their location and lack of gallery
space Compared to the current
buildings the new ones will be
November 2 November 8 2005
Nov 2439pm Medical call regarding employee injured in fall at
the Allen House Employee transported by squad to the hospital
Nov 2 1106pm Disturbance by non student at the Gambier
Grill and Acland Apartments
Nov 3 722am Vandalism to light fixture at Manning Hall
Nov 4 521pm Medical call regarding injured student Student
transported to the Health Center
Nov 5 1259am Drug paraphernalia at Old Kenyon
Nov 5 731pm Medical call at Norton Hall regarding student
wallergic reaction Student transported to Health Center
Nov 5 411am Underage consumption of alcohol at Mather
Residence College Physician notified and student transported by squad
to the hospital
Nov 5 508am Underage consumption at McBride Residence
Nov 6 1242am Underage consumption at Scott laneChase
Avenue
Nov 6 1 36am Vandalism paint on floor at Manning Hall
Nov 6 1222am Fight at Hanna Hall party closed and persons
were dispersed
Nov 6 1016pm Vandalismhole kicked in wall at Hanna Hall
Nov 6 1040pm Tampering with fire equipment at Leonard Hall
Fire extinguisher is missing
Nov 6 1144pm Pizza delivery persons driving recklessly on
campus Their manager was notified
Nov 7 1252am Medical call regarding student w allergic reac-
tion College Physician was notified
Nov 8 449am Chemical extinguisher discharged at Lewis Hall
Students were evacuated from building
Nov 8 928pm Medical call regarding ill student at McBride
Residence College Physician was contacted
Nov 9 1212am Tampering with fire equipmentpull station
pulled at Caples Residence No fire or smoke found
Compost Ue
None ompostable
250
Gilad Barlev
easy to Work with Ideally the
compressor would be part of the
Peirce renovations
Vice President of Stu-
dent Life Karly Burke 06 pre-
sented REELs agenda to the
Board of Trustees during their
fall visit Burke said that the
trustees look forward to seeing
the final proposal They were
very receptive she said Before
that happens REEL will present
the idea to the student body most
likely in the form of petitions
enhanced in square footage as-
sured Spaid
Forney also believes the
conditions of the current art build-
ings are a concern The quality
of the buildings is a concern she
said It leaks when it rains They
are just older buildings
Rumors that the new art
buildings would be accompanied
by an underground parking garage
were contradicted by Spaid who
said that the garage is not going
to come with this campaign
Art New facilities to offer additional
gallery and studio space for art dept
CONTINUED from page 1
space Specifically he would like
the new art buildings to have more
offices for professors more studio
space for majors and more tools in
the sculpture studio
The new art buildings will
serve as opportunities for Kenyons
art department to grow said Dwyer
With these new art centers Kenyon
could bring in more museumq- uality
traveling exhibits which would
allow students to study works of
3Thursday November 10 2005 The Kenyon Collegian News
Chemistry professor receives 30000 research grant
At each step he received spec-
tacular reviews as both a teacher
and a researcher said Cummings
of Hofferberths qualifications for
the award Although the money is
useful for getting the research off the
ground a Dreyfus Award is ofeven
greater importance in its prestige
hopes to tap that process in order nyon
to create a single protein in the lab Hofferberth taught at Kal-
Proteins are extremely impor amazoo College a small liberal arts
tant to organisms for recognizing school in Michigan before coming
chemicals internally Having pro to Kenyon After receiving his un-
reins that bind to specific chemicals dergraduate degree at Miami Uni-
is thus essential to biochemical versity of Ohio and his PhD from
research yet the current process is Ohio State University he worked
f rii i
j j
A-
V i
work with Hofferberths experiment
during the rest of her stay at Kenyon
She has done some research in the
past but says her role in this oppor-
tunity is larger than in others
Its been a lot of fun she said
One thing Ive learned is not to
trust anything because things can
go wrong even when you dont think
its possible
Science never goes the way you
think it goes said Hofferberth It is
hard to say therefore how long he
expects to be working on his project
originally planned for a time frame
of 5- 10 years If we were to find
out it didnt work it would take a
minimum of four to five years Oth-
erwise it could be an entire career
Hofferberth is currently adding
more students to his program and
hopes to have the experiment offthe
ground next semester and especially
over the summer
So far its been sort of the blind
leading the blind said Thurber
referring to their exploration into
unknown territory Hofferberth
explained that his experiment is a
novel application of a technique di-
rected molecular evolution whose
applications are just becoming
useful within the last decade He
added You always hope that your
idea is the seed for something new
and different something that other
scientists will want to build on
The Dreyfus Founda-
tion is the foundation
other foundations look
to for new research and
recipients of their sup-
port explained Cum-
mings He added that
Hofferberth is the first
Dreyfus recipient at Ke-
nyon
Hofferberths
award and Assistant Pro-
fessor of Chemistry Yu-
tan Gctzlers recent grant
from the Research Cor-
poration a private foun-
dation funding research
in the physical sciences
have been a sort ofone-
two punch in terms of
getting Kenyon back at
BY ALLISON BURKET
Staff Reporter
Assistant Professor of Chem-
istry John Hofferberth was recently
awarded the Camille and Henry
Dreyfus Foundations Faculty Start-
up Award for his research on protein
engineering The award specifically
for new faculty at undergraduate
institutions grants Hofferberth
30000 which he will use to sup-
port Kenyon student research
The Dreyfus Foundation is
one of the most prestigious foun-
dations that support research in
chemistry explained chemistry
department chair Scott Cummings
who nominated Hofterberth Hof-
ferberth who is in his first year at
Kenyon was one of 10 professors
nationwide to receive this award
The selection process was based on
a nomination and a written research
proposal
Hofferberths research is fo-
cused on protein engineering He
plans to use a technique known as
directed molecular evolution in
order to mimic the evolutionary
process at a vastly accelerated rate
to attempt to make a protein that
can recognize a particular chemical
compound we select He explained
that organisms have developed cer-
tain proteins through millions of
years of evolution and said that he
costly and requires the
sacrifice of laboratory
animals Hofferberth
explained The tech-
nique we are working
on will eliminate these
liabilities
Hofferberth plans
to devote his funds from
the Dreyfus Founda-
tion almost exclusively
to supporting student
researchers especially
summer researchers
who will work with his
project Hofferberth
expressed enthusiasm
about working with
Kenyon students
I wasnt expecting
to have such an experi-
enced student working
wwwkcnyonedu
John Hofferberth being competitive in
terms ofscience research
said Cummings In ad-
dition Cummings emphasized the
prospect of additional opportuni-
ties for students as another added
benefit of the award
Thurber plans to continue her
on the project right
away said Hofterberth ofbiochem in the pharmaceutical industry
istry major Amy Thurber 07 who researching treatments for multiple-
has been working with Hofferberth drug resistant bacterial infections
I have always been interested into get the project underway But I
knew that if I was to find students science at the interface ofchemistry
of such caliber it would be at Ke and biology said Hofferberth
November 8 1984
Small Fire Ignites in Peirce
Twenty- one years ago leftover Halloween decorations caught fire leading to students rushing to
extinguish a fire in the Great Hall Tony Pantoni Peirce site manager said that paper tablecloths burned
instantly Damage was minimal because students reacted so quickly in putting out the fire
The Knox County Fire Marshal banned candles in Peirce which could have caused the fire but
said that the measure did not just affect Kenyon According to the marshal drastic steps concerning fire
hazards were being taken all over Knox County at the time
Election Results
Gambier Village Council
Audra Leah Cubie 23
LeeM Cubie 23
Betsy Heer 24
Liz Forman 16
School Board
Steven R Hughes 30
Ian Watson
State Issues
Issue 1 Yes
Issue 2 No
Issue 3 No
Issue 4 No
Issue 5 No
November 7 1991
New Plan Outlines Goals for the 90s
administrators student and trustees producedFourteen years ago Kenyon faculty government
the Strategic Planning Working Paper to outline the Colleges goals for the decade Then- College Presi-
dent Phillip H Jordan said the paper was mainly in response to previous goals being completed but was
also an effort to reassure the community at large that Kenyon was continuing to follow a kind of grand
design
The paper stated Kenyons standard as being a distinctive liberal arts college of the highest
quality and then outlined 10 basic goals to achieve that standard These ranged from the acquisition and
support of high- caliber faculty and a quality student body to establishing faculty mentoring programs and
constructing new living spaces
47
can irHiicatfi the Qflsetofoasetof
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SATURDAY THE 1 ZTH
Midnight Movie in Peirce
Wear PJs Bring your
pillow
Ferris Buellers Day Off
Free popcorn smores
cookies milk and
MORE
Did you know that being able to hold you
of increased tolerance
to Alcohol and
dependence
BnOUGhT to you
FRIDAY THE 1 1 TH
2 Trip to Easton Meet 545
pm at the bookstore or
BFEC Capture the Flag meet
AT THE BOOKSTORE AT 8 PM
Sponsored by Social Board
November 5 1998
Horn- mobile Trailer Arrives
Six years ago the original Horn Gallery was declared structurally unsound and was tempo-
rarily replaced with a trailer Known as the Horn- mobile the trailer conssted of two rooms deco-
rated by students in an effort to replicate the interior of die old wooden barn Dan Torday 00 said they
were attempting to layer the walls with plywood so the walls could be paintedand feature student
art Students also began working on a plan for the new gallery to be constructed by spring of 1999
Now- retired Manager of Business Services John Kurella said Ye didnt want to see the Horn
Gallery come to a halt because students do some neat dungs there and having the space available provides
a service to the student body
BYJEFF FORCE
I sign up on the 2nd floor of the SAC by 400 pm on Friday
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Sex the Country
Kenyan dating can be queer
1
Kjtc Rahcl
Jane Lentz wife ot Professor Perry Lentz has been a fixture of the Kenyon community for over thirty years BY ANTHONY FISCHER
Citest Columnist
Jane Lentz rummages and wears purple
BY KATE RAHEL
Staff Writer
hospice volunteer and Ive learned
that sometimes you can work with
patients and some of the time you can
help out in other ways as well
Lentz has also been in charge
of organizing the Harcourt Parish
rummage sale tor the past ten years
Because preparation for the rummage
sale involves collecting donations
from students in die dorms Lentz has
had a tew interesting experiences
Ive gotten quite a few phone
calls asking us to keep an eve out tor
a particular article ot clothing because
a roommate accidentally donated it to
the rummage sale she said Ive also
had students see something familiar
at the rummage sale that they didnt
know their roommate or friends had
donated to us
For Kenyon students who want
to become more involved in the
Gambiereommunitv Lentz savs there
are many opportunities All ot the
activities fairs are great and there arc-
also a lot ot Mount Vernon organiza-
tions that students can join like Red
Cross and Hospice
Lentz who came to our inter-
view dressed in a Kenvon- purple
sweater on her way to a Ladies soc-
cer game is also a big tan of Kenvon
sports Lentz said ot herself and her
husband We try to go to as minv
games as we can W e love to support
the Kenyon teams We also enjoy a
lot ot the musical performances on
campus too Lentz and her husband
also frequently host dinners tor sports
teams
As a longtime Gambier resident
Lentz has this advice to offer to new
students and faculty spending their
first winter at Kenyon Just know
that spring is coming And keep in
mind that February is short
Jane Lentz has been a part ot the
Kenyon community since she was a
student at a nearby all- girls college
and came with her friends to attend
dances at Kenyon which was then
an all- male school It was on a blind
date in 1963 that she met junior Perry
Lentz The two married in 1965 and
moved to Nashville but acouldnt
keep away from Kenyon tor long
In 1969 the couple moved back to
Gambier and Perry Lentz took a job
as a professor ot English a position
he still holds
Although she has had a fewp-
arttime jobs around Gambier and
Kenyon Jane Lentz has spent most
of the past 30 years as a volunteer
Said Lentz I do a lot ot outreach for
my church Harcourt Parish Im a
Is the opposite sex just not doin it for you In olden times
students facing this predicament would have to scour through army
supply stores for the elusive Gaydar 2000 dust off that old relic of
McCarthyism and haul the dreadful thing around campus to seek out
a mate Thank the gods for the Faeebook With just a simple click on
Advanced Search the selection of Sex Female and Interested In
Women you can find all the lesbians at Kenyon The same process
with a variation on the selected sex can yield all the gay men Huz-
zah Ail is solved Queer dating at Kenyon is so easy
Well Now that Ive gotten the broad generalizations and the
obligatory Faeebook reference out of the way down to real business
Oh and tor those of you who arent already aware the aforementioned
Faeebook searches are actually not that accurate Amazingly enough
ones Faeebook page and actual identity do not always coincide You
know those friends of yours who pad their Favorite Books list with
Tolstoy and Burroughs to obscure the fact theyve only read Salinger
Yeah but moving on
First off to write about gay and lesbian dating at Kenyon is as
silly as trying to write an article summing up the dating practices of
Kenyon as a whole Surprise Everyones different I should probably
point out that Im speaking from the gay male vantage point so a les-
bian or bisexual or however you may identity rebuttal of anything
I say under the banner of queer is more than welcome
In some ways the queer dating pool at Kenyon seems to act as
a microcosm ot the larger Kenyon pool with splashing between the
two everv now and then The problem ot everyone knowing each
other and each others business applies doublv The web ot relatio-
nshipshookupscnishcs in the queer- community doesnt look all that
dittercnt from the general Kenyon one its just quite compressed
Factoring in that you by which I mean me probably have some
queer friends whom you would prefer to keep as friends and confi-
dants its not unlikely that bv the school years end you will have
exhausted all possibilities for anv kind ot relationship The pool is
small enough that its quite possible to look around and say There
is literally no one here I could date And its not so simple to just
hop on over to the next Old Kenyon basement party and latch onto
whatever sweet baboo strikes your fancy unlike your heterosexual
comrades you can never assume the entirety ot the desired sex to be
possibilities
Theres always the taint hope of people de- closeting at some point
part way through rheir Kenyon career but dont bank on them Odds
are theyll miraculously be dating the moment they come out and
youll be like Wait what Ive been out and single for a year now
and he came out yesterday and already has a boyfriend And theres
the first meetings of the year for Unity House or ALSO where you
can feign inreresr in the organizations while checking out the queer
first- years YES But seriously those who manage to make it to that
second meeting are beautiful beautiful people
Other options do exist if the Kenyon dating pool has frozen over
Sitting through online personals may seem sketchy and it often can
be but I know some people who swear by it Outsourcing to other
schools and carrying on long- distance relationships is not ideal
but you must recall that in none of the materials for newly accepted
students does Kenyon guarantee to provide tor your sex lite Yet they
still boast about a ridiculously high rate ot Kenyon students who end
up marrying each other a lot ot good statistic does tor us who
dont live in Massachusetts or abroad
All that said do not despair Theres always next year And next
years freshmen you cradle- robber you
Music blared and guns fired while men in fatigues stormed the building No this wasnt the middle ot
suburban Paris it was Saturday night at the DKEZeta party
Following this years trend all of the Greek campus- wide parties were held on Saturday night leaving Friday
well to its own devices Having no other publicized parties to compete with the New Apartments drew a surpris-
ing crowd With intoxication as the destination the mile- plus journey from south campus became irrelevant Says
one partygoer There were at least 100 people in the New Apartment I was in and stuff was going on in other
apartments around me as well Thanks to all the residents ot New Apartments for giving us a Friday night
Partiers on Saturday faced the daunting prospect of attending three err two different Greek parties Luck-
ily the D- Phi and ZetaDKE parties were mere footsteps away from each other The D- Phi hippie party w as a
ceremonious occasion for Kenyon it was their first party off ot social probation and a fraternity hosting campus-
wide dance parties brings hope to those of us feeling the party blahs Prior to the party many Kenyon students
didnt even know the D- Phis had a lounge Indeed many disoriented freshman wandering the halls ot Hanna
were heard to remark Ohhh so the party is downstairs Yes kids it was but unless you were 21 you didnt
see a drop of the Blue Moon they were serving Still under closer scrutiny than theyd like the D- Phis made a
valiant effort to stay within the law but rumor has it that wel- lconnected partvgoers found alcohol somewhere
in Hanna Despite the D- Phis enthusiastic attempts to entertain sans free- flowing booze most of campus ended
up in Old Kenyon before 130 am
The combined DKE and Zeta Get S MASH ED or Turkey Shoot party depending on which in-
vitation you received went pretty smoothly after everyone got over their initial confusion Should I wear my
neon- orange vest for turkey hunting or my green camo and dog tags tor a more militant look Filled with boys
who actually dressed up the party was a welcome break from the monotony of seeing thematically skanked- out
girls intertwined with guys dressed as if mommy still picks out their clothes Students were seen sporting face
paint camo bed sheets and even shooting toy guns
Everythingabout the party was pretty standard the beer consumed the mainstream dincc music played and
the saliva swapped freely on the dance floor Of course security hovered nearby assuring our safety with their
comforting presence The atmosphere was charged with humid lust but thankfully the patio was open to those
who needed a breather or wanted to make a stealthy escape
If youre going to throw a party it had better be good because we might be there Work hard Play hard See
you next weekend
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Kenyon Kribs
A look inside one of the sophomore Aclcmcls
Womens health
care specialist hired
will be able to expand the hours
she is available Its not my deci-
sion to make she said in a phone
interview Schermer was not imme-
diately available for comment
Lewis who earned her masters
in nursing from Columbia Univer-
sity holds the official title of Cer-
tified Nurse Midwife The duties
and training for this type of nurse
are practically identical to those of a
nurse practitioner except that mid-
wives are also able to birth children
Lewis opted for midwife training
because she didnt agree with the
general model of physicians and
felt strongly about the personal
nature of midwifery Since moving
to Gambier she has worked at the
Knox Community Hospital where
she continues to work on the labor
and delivery floor except for the
3 hours a week she is at Kenyon
Lewis said she would consider
working at Kenyon full- time if a
position become available
The hiring ofa womans health
care specialist was requested last
BY HANNAH FENLON
Staff Writer
Last Thursday night at the
Crozier Center for Women stu-
dents gathered to meet the Col-
leges new Womens Health Care
Specialist Margaret Lewis The
College has employed a part- time
nurse practitioner for the last few
years but Lewis has been working
at Kenyon only since the begin-
ning of the semester However she
knows Gambier well because she
and her husband Joel Gunderson
are co- owners of Middle Ground
They moved here two years ago
Hired by Schermer Lewis
consults with him when necessary
At the meeting she made students
aware of her duties which include
well woman care This entails giv-
ing general gynecology exams and
STD tests and assisting with birth
control issues To take advantage
of these services students can visit
Lewis during her regular hours at
the Health Center on Thursdays
Margaret Lewis the new womens health
Middle Ground
from 130 to 430 pm
Though these visits are by
appointment only students can
call anytime during the week and
reserve their slot Students can
also sign up for one of two 20m- inute
consultation appointments
scheduled for 130 or 430 on
Thursdays
During these appointments
Lewis said students can speak to
nurses about anything pertain-
ing to female health especially if
they are considering taking birth
control Lewis stressed that these
are simply consultations and are
encouraged for those who have
questions Though under Ohio law
Lewis cannot write prescriptions
she can recommend medication
for students with Schermer then
approves
While she cannot give physi-
cals Lewis may be present in the
room while Schermer gives them
It is unclear whether Lewis
r
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Ben Peterson 08 pose with their
aging student resident of the Unity
House was asked how visiting the
apartment makes him feel
Marginalized he said
Indeed the sight of good old
Uncle Sam upon the wall as h
shouts forth his glorious declaration
I WANT YOU FOR US ARMY
is further enshrined between a duo
of Union flags enough to bring
rear of awe- filled iov to anv God
fearing Americans eyes
This comfy safe haven is home
to students majoring in disciplines
from philosophy to political science
and military studies The Engli
and drama majors both live in the
basement
Interested in seeing someone
in Kribs or havingyour own room
featured E- mailJenny Lu atluj
kenyonedu or Kirsten Reach at
reachkkenyonedu
James Miller
recruitment poster
i
J
1
Getting OS Andrew Cunningham 08 and
bedrooms reveals a line- up of several
other icons of conservative politics
such as Ronald Reagan Pope John
Paul II and Margaret Thatcher
On a nearby bookshelf a se-
lection of pertinent literature is
displayed including American De-
mocracy Ihe Quotable Ronald Rea-
gan and Sometimes I Like to Curl Up
in a Ball which David Merahn 08
explains is a fine representation of
pre- WAVI American isolationism
in a format that even young children
can enjoy
Andrew Cunningham 08 sums
up the development of the common
rooms design concept as a series of
fortunate coincidences by which the
previously conceived motif Prince s
Purple Rain became replaced with
a much different and much broader
descriptor Conservation
In a recent though brief inter-
view Robert Kunzig08 a non- man
IV
NEARfST RFCRUtTING STATION
n
two American flags underneath an army
103B Residents left to right M Craig
pro- America paraphernalia
BY JAMES MILLER
Staff Writer
Many rooms on campus have
their share of neat posters fluffy
throw rugs and diverse kitsch
Thats the college experience after
all pinning up an eclectic display or
retail items that represent through
some loose collage the essence or
you What we find less frequently
are carefully constructed themes
concepts in our collegiate decor
However this is precisely what we
found in the cozy little apartment
ofAcland 103B
The miniature US flags affixed
outside the apartment are small in
dicators of what is to come Once
inside the first- timer is overtaken
bv the life- size visage of President
Bush standing and smiling against a
backdrop of red white and blue A
I journey up the stairway toward the
Andrew Cunningham 08 flanked by
Kevin Guckes
care specialist also is the co- owner of
year by the Feminist Union of
Greater Gambier FUGG whose
members created a forum on the
health needs of students and re-
searched the health programs of
other schools to find out where
improvements could be made
The group found that students
were frustrated by having to make
appointments months in advance
and so presented a proposal to the
student council and Senate for
extended hours of the nurse practi-
tioners the College then employed
FUGGs new goals for the health
center are to improve students
awareness of Lewis presence and
to raise knowledge of the services
she offers The group recently pre-
sented this issue to the Colleges
trustees along with ideas for ex-
panding Lewiss hours At present
however they plan to begin dis-
tributing pamphlets to make sure
all students are aware of important
health center information
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Specialist
inadequateJ j ec- osgssmq Quality womens health care at
Kenyon has never been easy to come by
In die past outside nurse prac
ononcrs visited once a week on
Thursday afternoons If students
felt uncomfortable receiving
gynecological exams from Dr
Schermer they had to schedule
Dear Editors
Having been at Kenyon for a few years I fail to see why the College administration needed a committee to tell them
that the school is overcrowded The New Apartments have been temporary housing since they were first built If you
want to get technical the Bexley Apartments are trailers All of the triples in Mather and McBride were once lounges
The administration has to have known ot the impending housing crisis before last years lottery However instead of
opening up desirable housing like the Manning basement apartment to upperclassmeh they awarded it to sophomores
with numbers low enough to have lost out entircLy in die regular lottery Overcrowding at Kenyon has been obvious for a
long time now especially to those students who need a room reassignment but cannot get one because there are no other
beds tree
If the administration wants to hold the enrollment at its current level we need more housing and professors Vie do
not need a 60 million athletics complex for a division III school If the administration wants to reduce the enrollment
we would not need a 20 million renovation of Peirce so that it could seat even more students than currendy attend the
College Furthermore thete is no stated intention to close Gund after the remodeling This contradiction between rhetoric
and action is an insult
The administration has to have seen this coming If they havent then the trustees should remove them for their
uttet lack of foresight
Sincerely
Brian Neenan 06
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appointments with one of the
or months in advance Ifstudents
simply wanted to talk to a female
doctor or nurse pracuaoner about
birth control options or other
aspects of womens healdi no
4w
Dear Editors
The Collegian on Oct 27 2005 ran a front- page photo of the cob shed currendy under construction at the BFEC
While the students involved in this project appreciate the attention given on the highest- profile page to this worthy effort
I fee compelled to request an apology tor an egregious error The photograph was tided House of Corn and the caption
content consisted of Jason Larson and members of the BFEC organize the construction of a corn cob shed
This is incorrect Cob is an alternative material and technique for building structures of many purposes Cob is com-
prised of a balanced blend of earth water sand and straw which is then laboriously massaged into seamless walls for the
structure of choice There is no corn A simple Google search would have corrected any misunderstandings on the part of
your writers It is a shame that such a beautiful photograph ot the aesthetically stimulating cob shed was misnamed
Respectfully yours
Amy Stricter 07
Co- Ptcsident of REEL Resource and Energy- Efficient Living
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Dear Editors
Your Oct 27 editorial Needed A dialogue about face was both a step in the tight direction and long overdue
For far too long such discussions have typically acknowledged a lack of diversity passed che buck to Ransom Hall and
stopped far short of considering die actual state of facial interaction at Kenyon
I was particularly pleased that someone has finally dared to address the problem of self- segregation Augmenting
the flow of so- called minority students is meaningless it each group cteates impenetrable social barriers around itself It
would be impossible to even attempt to have a frank discussion on race without acknowledge this fact
Certainly Kcnvonhas made attempts towards reaching a solution Last year the Diversity Task Force invited me to sit
on one of several panels which sought to have this discussion and many others But twenty people convetsing for a few hours
in a stuffy room though informative for the task force has no tangible erica on the other 99 of the student body
For starters its time to shed this irrational fear that we have of offending one another Racial differences should
inspire discussion rather than stymieing it There is an important distinction between an insensitive comment and an
honest comment and all of us should be mature enough to be cognizant of that fact
Secondly its time to stop thinking about numbers and start thinking about creating a truly unique learning environ-
ment Diversity is not quantifiable and multicultural admissions and hiring should not merely be focused on raising the
percentage It the goal is to learn in die company of friends then diete is much work to be done to ensure that all ot our
friends arent clones of ourselves
Sincerely
Bryan Stokes II 05
Editor Emeritus
dice
Last year die Feminist Union of
Greater Gambier FUGG began an
admirable campaign to improve womens
health care at the College They actively
joined forces with Schermer and school
administrators to improve overall health
care for women rather than trash the
current efforts of the Health and Coun-
seling Center They enlisted the help of
prominent trustees They researched the
options at odier schools Compared with
other schools Kenyons health care options
are laughably out ofdate They presented
a proposal to the Board of Trustees and
secured extra funding for a womens health
care specialist
This year the College has brought
Womens Health Care Specialist N largaret
Lewis on board She received her degree
in midwifery from Columbia University
She has knowledge of the local commu-
nity because she co- owns Middle G round
with her husband Joel Gunderson She
is available for consultation about birth
control and other womens health issues
and can recommend prescriptions A
new day dawns for womens health care at
Kenyon or does it
Lewis hours are currendy 130 to
430 pm on Thursdays the same hours
the outside nurse practitioners worked
in the past It is unclear whether Lewis
will be able to work more hours in the fu-
ture Schermer could not be immediately
reached for comment It is still impossible
to get a physical from a woman although
patients can request that Lewis be in the
room while Schermer performs physicals
We applaud the hiring of Lewis and
the dedication the College has shown thus
far to womens health at Kenyon But it is
not enough Women at Kenyon deserve a
full- time female doctor or nurse practitio-
ner on cam pus who can provide a full range
ofmedical care
Accordingto Salarycom die average
yeady salary for a physician is 145000
and it is 73000 for a nurse practitioner
As die College gears up for a 200 m ill ion
capital campaign and plans an 1 8 million
to 20 million renovation of Peirce Hall
women at Kenyon are wondering cant
die College spare 150000 a year in die
name ofwomens health
Dear Editor
Dialogue about race at Kenyon is indeed necessary Most of us realize campus diversity isnt where wed like it to be
but progress is being made Our first tenuted black female professor is proof ot that Lets not stop diere Now diversity
means mote than simply race and in the hopes of representing the diversity of America We should be looking to increase
diversity along the lines of geography economics and religious background as well
You posed the question How welcoming is a campus that encourages such students to attend and rarely talks
about race Assuming you mean racial and ethnic minorities I wonder how welcoming a campus is that encourages such
students to talk about race assuming they want to continually talk about race in public College is a time of identity
construction- why should racial and ethnic students be pressured into adopting an ethnic identity
Not all diversity is visible the majority is invisible and as such we need to stop looking to the round table which
represents 07 percent of minorities if that and look to our own tables Additionally public discussion about face has
been available This month alone Kenyon has offered a variety of lectures and discussions on race- related issues- check the
events calendar and e- mails In short I agree dialogue is necessary but so is awateness When we speak about race lets
look to ourselves first look at our tables and examine those around us The very nature of being a visible minority is being
politicized independent ofchoice Lets move on and create an equal dialogue where invisible diversity has a forum as well
and where individuals have the option to eat at any table without having to be die center ot some serious discussion
Natalia Serrano 06
Office Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Halls main stairway-
Mailing address The Kenyon Collegian Student Activities Center Gambler OH 13022 Business address PO Box 832 Gambier OH 43022
E- mail address collcgianrkcnyoncdu
WWV address wwwkenyonctillegiancom
Telephone number 740 427- 5338 Kicsimile 740 427- 5339
for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large The opinions expressed on this page belong only to theThe opinions page is a space
writer Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenwn Collecun start All members of the community are welcome to express opinions through a
Advertisers should contact Megan Shipley
for current rates and further information at
740 427- 5338 or via e- mail at collcgian
kenyonedu All materials should be sent to A-
dvertising Manager The Kenyon Collegian
Student Activities Center Gambier OH 43022
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon
Collegian are available for 30 Checks should be made
payable to The Kenyon Collcguin and sent to the Business
Advertising Manager
letter to die editors Vie Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters
Letters must be signed by individuals not organizations and must be 200 words or less Letters must also be received no later dian the Tuesday prior to publication Vic Kenyon
Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space interest and appropriateness Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission The
views expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College
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Lack of Ladies lacrosse coach deplorable
BY KATHRYN TUMEN
Guest Columnist
Consequently the search for
a lacrosse coach was not approved
until September The announcement
for the position was not released
to the public until October By
this time the captains had already
taken matters into their own hands
crafting and distributing their own
summer and fall training plans to
the team themselves
Needless to say the six- month
absence of a coach has taken its toll
on the Kenyon Ladies lacrosse team
Lacrosse has a fall training season
which typically provides ample time
to prepare for the spring season
Without a coach captains Kaley Bell
06 Allie Riordan 06 and Caitlin
Wells 06 have taken on responsibili-
ties beyond their expected duties as
captains
Whereas a coach would have
planned and provided general con-
ditioning lifting sessions practices
and team meetings the captains
have been left in charge of the
formulation and enforcement of
these tasks The three captains
like all seniors are responsible for
extensive academic work including
the completion of senior comps
While they have been enthusiastic
and organized in running the team
such additional responsibilities seem
counterproductive to the Kenyon
student- athlete ideal
While Smith is confident that a
coach will be found he claims to be
prepared for a worst- case scenario
If the College is unable to find an
interim lacrosse coach in time for
the season Smith said we would
assign one of our professional staff
to work with that team for a period
of time
Its disappointing to feel so
unsupported at a school that likes to
remind us how supported we always
are said Bell It becomes hard to
stay positive but overall the team
has done a good job
The team has called upon its
former teammates Anna Wholey 04
and Annie Huntoon 04 for aid and
support While Wholey helped run
practices and plan the annual spring
break training trip Huntoon aided
the team in contacting other alum-
nae and networking through the
greater national lacrosse community
Its helpful to have such support
outside the College said Bell
Despite the lacrosse teams
undoubtedly stressful experience
with the situation the transition
from a single two- sport coach to two
separate coaches may actually be ad-
vantageous for the teams in the long
run With separate coaches both
programs will receive more indi-
vidualized attention and instruction
in their off- seasons Though the la-
crosse team is currently experiencing
challenges this change may actually
provide enduring benefits for the
teams individually
Student
Councils
motivation
encouraging
BY ROB GALLOWAY
Staff Columnist
Several weeks ago I voiced frustra-
tion with the seemingly invisible first- year
student council elections in a column
on this page I received a fair amount
of positive feedback after that column
Many students approached me after it
was printed saying I really agree and I
think those changes would be helpful
Despite whatever difficulties I felt
the elections had they went off just fine
and the first- year class has ended up with
a solid bunch of representatives for the
2005- 2006 academic year A week after
the article was printed I was extremely
surprised and excited to be asked by Karly
Burke 06 and Sam Shopinski 06 to meet
with them and discuss both my thoughts
on the FYC election and the views voiced
by many of my fellow first- years
Both Burke and Shopinski seemed
extremely receptive to ideas involving
change in the election process They even
seemed to remember a similar frustration
when they were first- years The meeting
was probably more helpful for me I am
not sure my ideas about how to change
FYC election process were presented par-
ticularly eloquently but I got the chance
to ask some of my more specific questions
about the student council process
As it turns out the first- year council
is a rather separate entity from the rest
of the council dealing with firstyea- rspecific
issues This certainly makes
sense as FYC members probably have
the best insight into the gripes of the
first- year class
The Senate is really the only group
that has representatives from every class It
works in a similar way for the upperclass-
men at Kenyon as well Individual classes
have a council responsible for issues spe-
cific to the class as well as representatives
in the larger senatorial body
Next year first- years may well be
seeing more of the student council in the
first few weeks of school which I think
we can agree is a step in the right direc-
tion The student council will continue to
participate in the activities fair and send
out allstus announcing opportunities to
run for class office
Shopinski was concerned about
the possibility of a forum for the candi-
dates to give speeches but he did seem
extremely open to the idea of a short
introduction by a member of the current
student council to the first- year class
during some of the lengthy orientation
happenings in Rosse Hall A forum seems
to be difficult to organize and may or may
not be effective in helping candidates get
their points across
Any or all of these changes would
go a long way to helping the first- year
class get properly initiated into life at
Kenyon and giving them the sense that
they truly own their experience here
With the councils clear interest and
motivation to make this process better
I had a great feeling coming away from
that meeting and I feel as though we are
on the right path
director of athletics at Kenyon
she retired at the end of a time
when coaches coached two sports
Though Smiths initial notion was
to generate two separate job de-
scriptions for the head coach posi-
tions the delegates at the senior
staff meeting in mid- June chose to
keep them combined for budget-
ary reasons Unfortunately Smiths
office received few applications
After consulting with the dean of
students and human resources the
search for the combined position
was discontinued
With the added urgency of a
quickly approaching field hockey
season the athletic department
began to prioritize their search in
sequence with the seasons thereby
transferring their focus from re-
cruiting for both job openings to
concentrating primarily on hiring an
interim field hockey coach
I think the timing presents
challenges to some degree said
Smith Weve tried to put a lot of
effort in up front That way you tend
to get a good pool ofpeople unless
as we found out you keep the posi-
tion combined Smith anticipates
greater success in a singlepo- sition
search His office is currently
networking with other athletic
directors coaches and associations
However they have not yet found
an interim coach for the womens
lacrosse program
The Kenyon ladies lacrosse
team has been without a coach for
six months this November Conse-
quently the team has had to operate
without what many consider the
most important part of the team
the coach The captains seniors
with demanding academic responsi-
bilities have been running the team
themselves The situation seems far
from ideal in a school that prides
itself on always putting student
before athlete While the athletic
department is currently searching
for a coach they have not provided
the support the team needs to funct-
ion properly As a member of the
lacrosse team I feel this is an issue
that needs to be acknowledged and
addressed
Robin Cash head coach of the
Kenyon Ladies lacrosse and field
hockey programs declared her re-
tirement from coaching last spring
Personally it is time in my life when
1 find that I need to re- create myself
in a way that will allow me to find joy
in learning new things and embrace
new challenges said Cash While
an exciting expedition for the former
coach the athletic department was
left with the responsibility of filling
her position
According to Peter Smith
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Beards are beautifulJarhead aims high flops badly
movieiyahoocom
What every girl on campus wants for Christmas Jake Gyllenhaal inJarliead
ling difficult to follow In providing little
background for his character perhaps the
film attempts to carry a sense ofuniversal-
ity but instead it hinders the empathy of
die audience Likewise die caricatures of
die other Corps men serve to alienate die
viewer radier dian draw them in
The talent of Jamie Foxx is used
for litde more dian cheap laughs in his
role as a demanding staff sergeant and
his unwavering dedication to the Corps
docs litde to frircher die complexity ofh is
character Peter Sarsgaard stands alone in
his dioughtful portrayal ofa man whose
life is shaped by die advantages and dis-
advantages of military service
What is not overdone and per-
haps is too disjointed to be effective is
the delivery of the films implications
Granted there are numerous times
when the technology of the modern
era outshines the abilities of the ground
forces qui te symbolically encapsulated in
a scene where an American aircraft fail-
ing to recognize its own ground troops
threatens the Marines with a lethal dose
of friendly fire And the numerous refer-
ences to The Stranger yes yes we get the
connections already the soldiers are
killing Arabs and they dont know why
are an anythingbuts- ubde attempt to in-
troduce existential themes into the piece
Scenes of gruesome masculine behavior
and predictable comments on the human
condition abound Still the film is unable
to find a comfortable identity in these
messages instead skipping from refer-
ence to reference and emotional scene to
emotional scene in a formulaic search for
depth and meaning
JarbeaA tries to be somethinggreat
but it is a shallow and incomplete attempt
Obviously packaged for marketable
flashy appeal it hills short of its potential
to capture a complex and unique moment
in modern history
BYPAULNARULA
Stajj Columnist
I have a lot of facial hair I do trim
and shave when I can but it doesnt make
much ofa difference Its like fighting the
tide I dont get a five o clock shadow
I get nightfall And Im damn proud
of it Theres something about having
ridiculous facial hair that makes you feel
good about yourself Ifa horde ofmanly
vikings were to sack Gambier give me
a horned helmet and in three days Id
fit right in
Im not trying to disparage those
ofyou who cant grow your own beards
Its just natural that some people should
be less manly than others Some ofthose
people are actually women and its just
fine that you dont have beards though
perhaps it does cut down the possibility
of a lucrative circus career If youre a
guy dont worry You can prove yourself
in other ways like basket- weaving or
collage- making
What got me thinking about my
beard or as I like to call it my mane of
glory was a recent trip to the airport
As I waited in the check- in line at Chades
De Gaulle Airport a Frenchman stared
at me for a moment before tugging on
my sleeve When I turned around he
began to speak French at me
Now I dont speak French not a
word of it And here I am in the middle
ofan airport with a litde old man gestur-
ing frantically at my chin and rubbing his
own face with great vigor I cannot think
of a more terrifying situation I would
have told him I didnt understand a word
he was saying but he was so excited that I
didnt have the heart to stop him
When he finally saw my confused
face he switched to English and cried
out I want your facial hair He seemed
so upset that I feared he would reach
wide variety
a much different direction Hcuchcmer
said Percussionist Kate Gunby 09
considered the pieces the most lively
on the program which makes them the
most enjoyable to play
Although only a first- year student
Gunby has already taught basic percus-
sion parts to upperclassmen musicians
She considers die age difference a non-
issue saying People are there to enjoy
the way to the Kuwaiti Desert where
Swoff s troupe waits for months for a
war that would see less than five days of
ground battle
In some ways the film is far too
overdone Director Sam Mendes well
known or American Beauty 1999s Best
Picture at the Oscars is clearly trying to
illuminate the unexpected beauty of the
soldiers existence in the stark Middle
Eastern desert but his approach seems
unnatural in many scenes From the
fauldessly silhouetted soldiers against a
vibrant desert sunset to the mystical oil-
covered horse that parades majestically
through a shot the stylized contrast and
perfect framing throughout the film di-
minish the sense of realism The musical
score seems contrived as well trendily
and ironicallycombining poppy hits like
Dont Worry Be Happy with scenes
that are anything but cheery
Further the characters are disap-
pointingly shallow The infrequent
narration makes GyllenhaaTs dramatic
transformation from a diousihrful voun
man to a raging animalistic soldier
which should make the film compel
BY REBECCA RIDDELL
Suffllriter
ofFive Stars
All ofGods soldiers we at war we
at war with society racism terrorism
but most of all we at war with ourselves
opens Kanye Wests chart- topping rap hit
Jesus Walks providing a perfect over-
ture for the trailer of the recent cinema
release Jarhead Like the song the film
endeavors to convey a complex philo-
sophical message with ironic catchiness
and popularity Unfortunately Wests
sample is the best part of the film and it
only plays during the credits
The movie which features the
lead- up to and involvement of a group
of Marines in Operation Desert Storm
is concerned with such lofty ideals as
the postmodern struggle for meaning
and mans vicious nature in war but it is
visually too forced and thematically not
unified enough
Based on a popular novel by ex- Marine
Anthony Swofford the film follows
Swoff Jake Gyllenhaal through his
initiation into the Marine Corps all
out and take it right then and there I
protectively clutched at my own chin
as if to keep his greedy old man hands
from snatching away my masculine face
covering It turned out this fear was
unfounded as he pointed to his own
chin where a scraggly dusting of white
hairs appeared to be sprouting
You see he said dejectedly I
try But I had an accident with a belt
sander when I was younger and I cant
He shook his head sadly patted me on
the shoulder and walked away leain
me to wonder exactly what he had been
doing with a belt sander on his face in
the first place
And thats when it struck me
There is no help for these people A
quick Google search of beard grow-
ing comes up only with Beardguys
Guide to Beard Growing the Amaz-
ing BeardOM- eter and West Virginia
Universitys Beard Growing Contest to
kick off their Mountaineer Man week
naturally The Hair Club no longer
just for men but for women and chi-
ldren as well does not tackle the issue of
thinning facial hair Apparendy only the
top of the head is important to people
But I would refute that claim Just as a
thick and luxurious covering on top of
ones head makes one feel important so
too does a warm and toasty chin in the
midst of winter
I suggest we all take a moment to
remember just how horrific life without
a beard can be Or ifyou already do not
have a beard just take a moment to think
about how horrific your life is If there j
can be eXtreme Hair Therapy for our
scalps why not similar treatment for
the rest of our faces I would donate
leftover facial hair to the less fortunate
Im a generous guy like that And it
would give them more time to finish
their collates
of selections
plaing music not to create any son of
unnecessary divides
Heuchemer is proud of the fact
that the group includes more pre- med
students than music majors Bethany
Shopland 06 who plays French horn
agreed saying The richness of the
ensemble owes much to the passions
and talents that non- music majors bring
and share
at 120 on SatSun
at 1 230 and 245 on SatSun
at 130 and 330 on SatSun
at 130 on SatSun
Symphonic Wind Ensemble performs
BYTOMMY PETER
StaffWriter
An eclectic mix of music com-
posed by everyone from Brahms to
disciples of Schoenberg will be featured
in the Symphonic Wind Ensembles fall
concert at 800 pm Thursday night in
Rosse Hall
The variety will also extend to the
ensembles work itself The full ensemble
featuring Kenyon
faculty administra-
tors and students Symphonic
along with mem-
bers
Thursday
of the Gambier 800 pm
and Mount Vernon
communities will
Wind Ensembl
Nov 10
Rosse Hall
songs Hcuchcmer pointed out Brahms
influence on the rich harmonies and
counterpoint of diese pieces
Assistant Professor ofMathematics
Bob Milnikel pLvys bass clarinet in both
die Wind Ensemble and the 13- member
clarinet choir Although Milnikel noted
the virtues ofworkingwi thin the smaller
choir he also said trying to create the in-
timacy of such a group widlin the wind
ensemble provides its own challenge
The clarinet choir will be feaaired
for die first time in Thursdays concert
performing Elliot Del Borgos Dodeca-
phonic Essay 1976 Del Borgo could
be considered die antithesis of Brahms
work as he composed in die avant- garde
serialist style a composing technique
pioneered by Arnold Schoenberg Wh ile
diis technique produces a disjointed
somewhat disjunct style Hcuchcmer
also noted die hint of Brahms- csquc
lyricism in the melody
The two pieces that will be per-
formed by die frill ensemble are Paul Hin-
demiths March 1943 which is die
finale ofdie four- movement Symphonic
N Ictamorphosis ofThcmes by Carl I laria
von Weber and Alfred Reeds Russian
Christmas Music 1969 Hindemidis
work is considered a descendant of die
Brahms style but die Eastern Ordiodox
liturgical music of die Reed piece goes in
also an extra challenge of the musicians
courage Although the full ensemble
must work as a team Hcuchcmer said
When no one is sharing your part its
up to you
The ensembles will vary from
piece to piece with the Brass Choir
performing Johannes Brahms Wo ist
ein so herrlich Volk from Opus 109 of
Festive and Commemorative Music c
1 887 Hcuchcmer considers Brahms
the starting point
of die concerts pro-
gram as his music
influenced every
other composer fea-
tured in one way or
another
The Chamber Winds Ensemble
will perform Opus 7 of Richard Strauss
Serenade in E- Flat Major 1883 Hcu-
chcmer said the piece is part of a period
in which Strauss was composing music
very firmly in the Brahms school of
German Romanticism
The Wind Ensemble a group of28
members selected from the 46- member
Symphonic Ensemble will play three-
works by Percy Grainger Ye Banks and
Braes o Bonnie Doon 1 936 Colonial
Song 1918 and Country Garden
1919 Although Grainger has typi-
cally been associated with English folk
Movie Schedule for November 11- 17
Zathura
500 710 920 also at 1240 and 250 on SatSun
Derailed
445 700 9 1 5 also at 1 00 on SatSun
Chicken Little
500 700 900 also at 100 and 300 on SatSun
perform two pieces smaller chamber
ensembles will perform the rest of the
concert
The ensembles music director
James D and Cornelia W Ireland Associ-
ate Professor ofMusic Dane Hcuchcmer
said diat the increase in rehearsal time
three hours this year up from two hours
previously has allowed more focus on
chamber work Whereas previous con-
certs featured only one chamber piece
diis concert will feature four
Hcuchcmer Ixl ieves diat die pieces
will provide not only amorc transparent
sound for the audience to enjoy but
Jarhead
440 710 940 also
Dreamer
500 7 1 5 930 also
Saw II
530 730 930 also
Legend oe Zorro
420 700 940 also
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Betrayal stays true to Nobel Prize winners oeuvre
his work onstage noting theres not
even a right or wrong your answers
just have to be consistent with a larger
point Theres nothing there besides
the specific words on the page and
you have to bring so much meaning to
them to understand the purpose
Theres not a lot of room for
elaboration said Jonas you have to
nail exactly what youre feelingin those
three words Within that she says
theres a lot of room to make interest-
ing choices and I think he would
challenge his actors to do that to make
choices and go with them to make the
1
V
Kevin Ciuckcs
Emmas husband Robert
ONeill and as the play
goes on the audience watch-
es the consequences of the
infidelity as they lead back
to the first scene when in
1968 Jerry declares his love
lor Emma
What still strikes me
most Bunzel says is at
the very end when you see
the gravity ofwhat just hap-
pened before in the smallest
of circumstances you real-
ize the weight of just one
choice
Jonas remembers spend
times distasteful characters At first
sight he says you dont like these
characters they are much less relat-
able because theyve been so scarred
or damaged But you sec how they
got that way what has happened to
them
These Pinter characters in
a strange way their problems are so
minimal said Freeman- Slade com-
paring the show to this weekends
other thesis Tasteof Honey which fea-
tures a working- class family Whereas
one family is attempting to survive
Betrayals characters are essentially
very attractive people with very big
emotional problems and lots of un-
spoken issues with each other
Directing it she explains re-
quired focus on what matters in the
very high stakes for the characters and
faced with presenting a potentially
unreachable story she used class as a
means for an American audience to
enter a very British play There are
a lot of ways an upper- class person
would say something that lends itself
to a British style a very deliberate
choice of wording Theyre so precise
in their language the pauses are
perfectly adjusted to where their
problems are
For ONeill Pinters silence-
heavy dialogue makes the play almost
seem as if its a dream Theres no real
question in each characters mind
when theyre saying the lines
When every silence every word
has a specific reason Bunzel used the
precision in the script to augment
Betray
06 describes it as upper- class and
angry in a very different way than
Woody Allen
The lines are very very loaded
savs Jonas who plays Emma an art-
gallery owner wife and adulteress
But it just makes more sense hon-
i i t
estly tnese cnar-
acters are saying
these things but
its not at all what Thursday
theyre saying its Saturday
all subtext Often 00 pm
Maeba Jonas 06 and Scan ONeill 06 star in
BY KATY COSSE
AE Editor
It made so big an impression
on me Ive kept it in the back of my
mind ever since says Max Bunzel 06
of the first time he saw Harold Pinters
Betrayal This weekend hell take on
the play with Sean ONeill 06 for
their senior thesis in drama Along
with Maeba Jonas 06 they portray an
affair and the destruction it brings to a
marriage from end to beginning from
last goodbye to first admittance
Betrayal first published and per-
formed in 1978 carries all the mark-
ings of the recent Nobel- Prize winning
playwright tense atmosphere high
emotions and short lines Elaborating
on the now common term Pinter-
esque directorJessica Freeman- Slade
Betrayal
Nov 10
Nov 12
Hill Theater
Students get A Taste
very su btle lines come alive
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Kevin Guckes
Max Bunzel 06 and Maeba Jonas 06
get close in Betrayal
icons and idols
favorably to his work in the past That
was over two years ago
Though the book has no real sto-
ryline it does seem to follow a logical
pattern in its obsession with an icon
The first poems in the book are about
entering a certain kind of relationship
with this idoL The middle section ex-
plores the obsession and what it means
and finally the book comes to a close
with the death of the idol
This is Campanas first book
and consequendy he said he learned a
great deal about the world of publish-
ing For example because you can
own the rights to your likeness far after
your death Hepburns picture appears
nowhere in it Campana voiced no
disappointment with this fact diough
saying that he rather liked die cover that
eventually adorned his book eyelashes
on a field ofblue
Published on Nov 1 die book is al-
ready available on Amazoncom and the
reviews are favorable The critics seem
to like Campanas style his syntax and
his subject Though it would seem that
an entire book about one person might
become tiresome Campana tries to keep
itinterestingbymcludingdifferentrypes
ofpoems including a canzone a sonnet
and even a dramatic monologue
The English Department and die
Hubbard Poetry Fund have set up a
poetry reading for Professor Campana
on Thursday Nov 10 at 700 pm in
Peirce Lounge Books will be available
for purchase and afterward he will hold a
book- siening for all those interested
ing rehearsals discussing the
acts of betrayal in the story
and there are many she says In each
scene someone is lying to or betraying
a character in order to get what they
want out of the relationship
ONeill playing Robert a pub-
lisher views the play as more of a
power struggle between Robert and
Jerry You can al-
most look at it as
an Oedipal conflict
between this pub-
lisher father figure
and his agent who
is more of a son
figure he says What begins as desire
for Emma turns into an imitative
conflict with each man imitating the
desire for the mother figure
Jonas believes the reverse struc-
ture allows the audience to gain a
deeper understanding of the some
ofHoney
how the actors started to surprise
me and discover things that I never
knew about
Adam Petherbridge 08 compli-
cates matters as Peter a man much
younger than Helen who eventu-
ally becomes her husband Andy
Lenn 06 appears as Geoffrey Jos
gay friend and eventual emotional
support when
Jo finds herself
pregnant with
the child of her
boyfriend a
sailor played
by Chris Au-
dain 08 sim-
ply known as
The Boy
Ranging
everywhere
from funny
to thought-
provoking to
tragic A Taste
J ofHoney is ac
Kevin Guckes cording to U1
crossly at Jo Suzanne liton a play
about making
a home where there was none before
fundi the destruction and invasion of
the home by outside forces as well as
some from within
A Taste ofHoney
Friday Nov 1 1
Sunday Nov 13
800 pm Hill Theater
times the words
theyre using are completely irrelevant
to whats going on
Whats going on begins in the
first scene when Emma meets with
Jerry Bunzel two years after they
ended the affair Jerry a literary agent
was best friend and best man to
With a jazzy soundtrack and
stage set with broken and dirty
furniture the show promises to be
an unusual experience right from
the beginning As the senior thesis
project of both Suzanne Wasik and
Rayya El Zein both 06 Wasik plays
the detached and distant Jo while
El Zein plays the role of Jos semi
i
V
and Peter Adam Pecherbridge 08 look
whore mother Helen a woman
who is more concerned about alcohol
than her troubled daughter
El Zein explains that the two
drama majors chose Delaneys play
because it is a unique departure from
other Kenyon productions in both
content and character Culliton
agrees saying her favorite part of
the whole rehearsal process has been
BY ERIN ELLINGWOOD
StaffWriter a
What is the number one reason
to come see A Taste of Honey this
weekend in the Hill Theater The
answer according to director Emily
Culliton 06 is that Kenyon has not
seen a show like this in a while
A Taste of ii 1 1
Honey was writ-
ten by Shelagh
Delaney when
she was just
eighteen as
in the words
of Culliton a
reaction to the
Angry Young
Man move-
ment in Lon-
don during the
fifties
The story
centers around
a young wom-
an named To
seohine and Helen Rayya El Zein 06
her difficulties Wasik 06 as she questions
Xi i
Poet explores
BY ELLEN GUIGELAAR
StaffWriter
What is Americas relationship
to its idols How does one become
obsessed with an individual figure
Joseph Campana Assistant Professor of
English describes his newly published
book of poetry as the exploration of
becoming devoted or obsessed with such
an icon His poems dirough all shapes
and sizes revolve around one theme
Audrey Hepburn
Campana explained the basis for
the book as such I saw Charade when
I was still in high school and what really
held my lingering fascination was diat
scene in the nightclub Theyre trying
around the circleto pass this orange
asingonly their necks and chins and
theres that moment where you wonder
Do I want to be Audrey Hepburn do I
want to be Cary Grant or do I want to
be the orange
And so began die poets endiral-
lment with Audrey Hepburn and
eventually his first book entided TJje
Book of Faces Though his interest in
Hepburn seems life- long Campana
describes the creation of the book as a
crazy furious burst ofwri ring for about
six mondis
Interestingly die poems were not
originally intended for a book Instead
Campana said he thought he might just
end up with a group of poems about
Audrey Hepburn However as the
poems accumulated he decided to send
them to a publisher whcThad responded
them about their relationship
mishaps and relationships with the
people drifting in and out of her life
As a working- class adolescent in
1950s England some may think Jo
as well as the other characters m ight
be hard to relate to but Culliton is
confident in the show
This is a very difficult play
but the actors have taken that chal-
lenge and run with it she says
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iversion O
Dfwali Nights Dfwali Lights
1
Willow Beldcr
Scudents gathered in Guild Commons on Saturday to celebrate the Indian festival ot Diwali On hand was free Indian
food catered by Flavours of India in Columbus henna tattoos and a performance by the bhangra dance troupe
Nachda Punjab
Born On This Day Nov 10
Martin Luther 1483 Screaming Lord Sutch 1940
wwwon ch isdavi n h i scor vcou k
Thursday November 10 2005
Reading Joseph Campana Visiting Assistant
Professor of English
700 pm
Peirce Lounge
Symphonic Wind Ensemble Concert
800 pm
Rosse Hall
Betrayal by Harold Pinter
800 pm
Hill Theater
Make BelieveThe Deep Sea Divers
Concert Exhibition Opening Reception for Walter
Zurko
900 pm
Horn Gallery
Friday November 11 2005
Chasers Fall Concert
630 pm
Rosse Hall
A Taste of Honey by Shelagh Delaney
800 pm
Hill Theater
The Corporation
KFSfilm
800 pm
Higley Auditorium
Concert The Cosmonauts Potato Famine
and Marquis de Rad
800 pm
Horn Gallery
Saturday November 12 2005
Fall Migration Bird Walk
800 pm
Brown Family Environmental Center
Betrayal by Harold Pinter
800 pm
Hill Theater
Bloody Sunday
KFSfilm-
800 pm
Higley Auditorium
Football hosts Denison University
McBride Field
100 pm
Comfort Zone Midnight Movie
Ferris Bucllers Day Off
1200 am
Peirce Great Hall
THIS WEEK PROCRASTINATION
Procrastination is the thief of time
Edward Young
Procrastination and impatience form a system of checks
and balances
Mason Cooley
My evil genius Procrastination has whispered me to tarry
til a more convenient season
Mary Todd Lincoln
If once a man indulges himself in murder very soon he
comes to think little of robbing and from robbing he
comes next to drinking and Sabbath- breaking and from
that to incivility and procrastination
Thomas DeQuincey
To be scared is such a release from all the logy weight
of procrastination of dallying and pokiness You burn
into Work It is as though gravity were removed and you
walked lightly to the moon like an angel
Brcnda Ucland
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Equestrians gallop to success at Erie competition
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor
This past Saturday and Sunday
the Kenyon equestrian team com-
peted in the Intercollegiate Horse
Show Association event at Lake Erie
College Kenyon competed against
eight other schools Lake Erie Col-
lege Ohio University University
of Akron Ohio State University
I
Back row left to right Rebecca Shoot
Front row left to right Elisa Garcia 08
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ride at a walk trot and canter The
open division is the highest level of
competition and riders are asked
to compete without stirrups and
complete more complicated tran-
sitions These divisions also have
classes where riders can compete
over fences
Walk trot canter divisions are
just shown on the flat The judging
is based on the riders position and
Courtesy ot the equestrian team
0 Tracey Siegrist 06 Laura Ventgen 07
Sugarman 08 Deanna Lesht 07
BYEMILEEKASER
SutffReporter
With a first- place preseason ranking
in the NCAC coaches poll and an im-
pressive offensive showing in a preseason
scrimmage against Marietta College the
Ladies set the tone for anodier exciting
season for Kenyon womens basketball
Though no official score was kept the
Ladies posted backtob- ack 40- point
halves and controlled die play for most
oftheganie Kenyon unofficially defeated
the Pioneers 82- 58
After more than two straight weeks
ofpractice it was good to finally just play
in a game situation said post Eva George
08 X c have a lot to work on specifically
our team defense but it was a great start
and well hopefully keep improving and
enjoingbeingout there George led die
offensive attack in the first half scoring
eight points four ofdiosecomingwithin
the first five minutes ofplay
Defense was not die Ladies strong
point of the day as the Ladies had over
20 personal fouls Despite the excessive
Womens basketball shoots through preseason
Denison University Oberlin Col-
lege Kent State University and the
College of Wooster
On Saturday the members
of the equestrian team competed
in various levels of jumping and
flatwork ranging from beginning
to advanced The riders are judged
on their position and ability to ef-
fectively control the horse The flat
divisions test the riders ability to
06 Jenni Zangrneister 07 Chris Hanawalt
Christy Colfer 06 Alex Roland 09 Mix
Jfriy
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high- pressure ride- off against Lake
Eric College This award is given
to the rider who has received high
ribbons in his or her classes Siegrist
was tied with the competitor from
Lake Erie and ended up earning
the title
I thought it was judged fairly
for a small team we did pretty well r
said Hanawalt Its really impres-
sive to have our captain as the High
Point Rider We did very well con-
sidering that we have a new coach
and have switched barns
The team now has a new coach
new horses to practice on and a new
barn The previous coach Lori Max-
well left because she got married
and moved to Pennsylvania The
team switched barns because the
old barns owners decided to take a
motorcycle trip across the country
which couldnt be done without
neglecting the barn
The placing was arbitrary
said Sugarman Since we have a
small team it makes it difficult to
place high within the divisions or
overall In theory the more mem-
bers of the team the more a team
can place and more points can
be earned One of the best things
about riding is how its frightening
and exciting at the same time
The equestrian team has an-
other competition coming up this
weekend at Ohio University
scrimmage
handle the pressure ofbeing expected to
win said guard and tri- captain Megan
Sheasby 06
Polls are more for the public said
Helfant Its not a realistic expectation to
have any idea where teams will stack up
before the season starts
The Ladies success from last season
will be one ofthe major challenges facing
the team this year There is a big differ-
ence between being the underdog and
being expected to win Helfant said
Our biggest hurdle this season will be
mental The pressure of having a target
on our back is unique to every player in
this program
Senior guard and tri- captain Lind-
say Madaras is well aware of the pressure
that comes with having a successful
season We know were not going to
sneak up on anyone this year she said
Weve got a bulls- eye on our backs We
needtocomeoutstrongknowingteams
are after us
The Ladies open their regular sea-
son play at home against Bethany College
on Nov 22
in semi- finals
passes The Ladies struck first 25
minutes into the game when Jean
Arnold 08 ripped a shot from 25
yards out
Two minutes into the second
half the Battling Bishops tied
the game After 20 minutes of
backan- dforth play the Bishops
scored again With three minutes
to go Arnold netted another
goal but it wasnt enough to keep
the high- powered Bishops offense
from winning the game
competence in controlling their
horses The goal is to produce an
invisible ride where it looks as
though the rider is doing very little
to achieve the desired results In the
IHSA before the class competition
starts the rider chooses a horses
name out of a hat and then rides
that horse This ensures that the
rider shows a horse that he or she
has never practiced with
On Saturday Tracey Siegrist
06 won sixth place in the Open
Flat and Chris Hanawalt 07 and
Laura Ventgen 07 both won fifth
place in the Novice Flat Rebecca
Shoot 06 placed second Jenni
Zangrneister 07 placed third and
Christy Colfer 06 placed fifth in
the Advanced Walk Trot Canter
Siegrist also placed first in the Open
Fences
This winning trend continued
on Sunday when Siegrist again
placed first in the Open Fences and
second in the Open Flat Hanawalt
placed second in the Novice Fences
and in the Novice Flat Alix Sugar-
man 08 placed third in the Novice
Flat and in the Advanced Walk
Trot Canter Zangrneister placed
first Shoot placed second and
Colfer placed sixth
Out of all the riders who par-
ticipated on Sunday the captain
of the team Siegrist earned the
title of High Point Rider after a
fouling Marietta couldnt contend with
the Ladies offense
Head Coach Suzanne Helfant was
cautious with her praise It was a typical
first time out she said I saw some good
things but defensively it wasnt the best
outing
Helfant was also quick to indicate
that preseason scrimmages dont rep-
resent conventional game situations
Theyre not scouring us theyve never
seen any ofour plays and they dont pre-
pare for us die same way as regular season
opponents she said
I think we played well post Page
Berry 07 said The scrimmage showed
us some great things about our team this
year and some things we need to focus on
to get prepared for regular season play
The No 1 ranking follows a 22- 5
overall record and an NCAC tide in
the 2004- 2005 regular season With
10 returning players the Ladies hope to
remain a dominant force in the confer-
ence
Hopefully we can come out as
strongas we did last year and show we can
ranked second in the four- team
NCAC playoff squared off against
Ohio Wesleyan University ranked
third In the end the Battling Bish-
ops edged out the Ladies by a score
of 3- 2 That leaves the Ladies with
a 10- 71 record
The game started out well
for the Ladies with intense and
speedy play from their defense and
midfield Both teams seemed to feel
the pressure of the playoff atmo-
sphere and struggled to complete
I
OWU ends Ladies season
BY DANIEL PRAGER
StaffReporter
The game was a battle and
we proved our successful season
was not a fluke said Hannah
Buzicky 09 of last Wednesdays
Ladies soccer game against Ohio
Wesleyan University We stayed
strong and although it didnt
work out in the end we kept
fighting
The Ladies soccer team
The Ladies practice in Ernst Gym preparing for their next match
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Kenyon Lords swim past both Denison and Ohio U
Lords swimmers make strong showing taking 9 of 16 events from Big Red and 10 of 11 from OU Bobcats
our season said Marc Christian 08
It was the first week of individual
competition It was interesting be-
cause it was supposed to be our last
meet at Ernst and to beat Denison
was pretty cool Its pretty awesome
to watch people developing as the
season goes on
The following day the Lords
continued their winningways against
Denison The Lords dominated their
rival winning by a margin of 144- 95
One day after his four- event victory
Zarins won three events Both Josh
Mitchell 08 and Andrejs Duda 06
won three events All in all Kenyon
won 10 of the 11 swimming events
and 32 out of the 34 diving events
The Lords will compete against
the University of Louisville on Nov
12 at 2 pm
BY DANIEL PRAGER
Staff Reporter
The Lords continued their swim
season in an outstanding fashion
this past week beating both Ohio
University a Division I school on
Nov 4 and Denison University the
next day The Lords won nine of the
16 events against Denison
Davis Zarins 07 won four
events and propelled the Lords to a
victory of 1585 over 1295 Zarins
jumpstarted the meet by swimming
a leg on the winning 200- medIey
relay team and then swept both
breaststroke events Finally he won
the 200 individual medley clocking
a time of 15729
It was good to get racing in
were still in the foundation part of AJi Kittlefinal 50 meters taking first in a recent Lords
Lords boot TerriersBig Red out- scores Ladies by 5
A Lords swimmer powers through the
on the team finishing first in
their respective events against
Denison Jessica Wise 09 took
the 50- freestyle for the second
consecutive race in two days
beating competitors with a time
of 2512 Carolyn Barer 09 took
first in the 100- backstroke with a
time of 10109
Each returning upperclass-
man knows why she is swimming
this year and is approaching the
season with clear purpose said
Miller I know I speak for the
rest of the Ladies when I say how
excited I am about our freshman
class this year From day one of
preseason we all have been vigi-
lant in making each practice dry
land session count As a senior I
have a lot of confidence about my
final season here at Kenyon with
these women on my team
The Kenyon Ladies face Uni-
versity of Louisville on Nov 12 at
2 pm to start off their tough away
schedule this season
Ali Kittle
victory
touchdowns which account for
30 of the 41 points Kicker Chad
Rothschild 07 scored the other 1 1
points He made all the point- after
attempts and had two field goals
one from 35 yards and the other
from 36
With 122 remaining in the
game the Terriers threatened to
take the lead away from the Lords
The Terriers threw the ball and it
was intercepted by Nick Fanning
08 on the 11 yard line which
secured victory for the Lords Fan-
ning also had 10 tackles
It should not have been this
close but good teams win close
games said Fanning We came
into the game knowing without a
doubt we should win the game I
guess we just wanted the victor
We need to be sound in our rush-
ing defense and offense If we can
do this we will beat Denison
Joey Furnari 09 led the way
in tackles for the Lords with 13
Furnari also caught the only other
interception for the Lords McCo-
nnell tied with Fanning gaining
10 tackles as well Andrew Fuchs
07 had the only sack of the game
which puts him at the team leader
for sacks with a total of six
We bailed each other out
this week said Furnari Thats
what good teams do for each other
In the second half our defense had
some let downs but our offense
picked us up and carried us to vic-
tory Defensively against Denison
we need to stop their run game
They have a powerful running
back and a mobile quarterback
so we need to make them throw
Offensively we need to play the
way we did last week This game has
a little more meaning to it a win-
ning season a great ending note for
all five hardworking seniors
The Lords face the Deni-
son University Big Red this
Saturday for the last game of
the season The game is at 1
pm at McBride Field
Ladies took first in six events
including backtob- ack first- place
finishes by Rebecca Allison 07
who captured the 200- freestyle
in a time of 15577 and the 500-
freestyle in 50852
Other wins came from Miller
who took the individual 200m- edley
in a time of 2 1405 and Jessica
Connors 07 who finished first in
the 100- breaststroke in 10718
Since the rivalry is so big
especially on the womens side
this meet is especially meaning-
ful to not only current Ladies but
our alumni fan base as well said
Miller In all honesty if diving
did not count the Ladies would
have won the meet because we
rallied from start to finish As a
member of the final 200- freestyle
relay I can honestly say I have
never felt that kind of energy in
Ernst before in all my years at
Kenyon It was incredible
Two first- years proved the
strength of the underclassmen
first in a loosing effort
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor
The Kenyon Lords football
team 5- 4 5- 1 North Coast Ath-
letic Conference faced the Hiram
College Terriers 1- 8 1- 5 NCAC
on Saturday Nov 5 The Lords de-
feated the Terriers 41- 38 in a game
powered by their offenses
The win over the Terriers gives
the Lords their first 500 season
since 1994 It also gives the Lords
a shot at their first winning season
since 1990 If the Lords defeat Den-
ison University 5- 5 3- 3 NCAC
they will secure second place in the
conference
I like what the offense did
said Head Coach Ted Stanley But
we werent an efficient defense We
didnt throw the ball and we didnt
stop their passing game We need
to have better job with pressure on
passes We also need to be more
physically aggressive
The Lords offense dominated
the rushinggameendingwith ato-
tal of 346 yards compared with the
Terriers 90 Quarterback Rafael
Sanchez 08 led the way in rushing
yards with 174 Javier Arbolaez 09
was right behind Sanchez gaining
171 yards Both Sanchez and Ar-
bolaez had two touchdowns Casey
McConnell 06 had one rushing
play that resulted in a touchdown
for the Lords
The game wasnt what we were
hoping for but we got the win said
Cory Cowles 06 For Denison
we need to control up front The
O- lineand the D- line need to take
charge
The Lords passing game was
not as successful as the Terriers
This did not prevent Phelipe John-
son 08 from gaining a total of 74
yards This gave Johnson the team-
leading totals of 34 receptions and
550 receiving yards Andrew Ham-
mack 06 gained a total or 21 yards
to help the Lords towards victory
The Lords had a total of five
BY PHILIP EDMUNDS
Staff Reporter
On Friday the Ladies faced
Ohio University who are in Divi-
sion I The Bobcats defeated the
Ladies 149- 145 On Saturday
Denison defeated Kenyon swim-
ming and diving with a final score
of 123- 1 18 With a 24- point lead
given to Denison from the diving
competition earlier that morning
the Ladies had to chase the Big
Red all day finally evening out the
score at 112- 112 before the last
event the 200- freestyJe relay
They always come ready to
swim just as we do knowing the
historical rivalry that is at stake
said Jennie Miller 06 of Big Reds
performance Denison captured
the first- place spot earning 11
points while Kenyon took the
second- place and third- place po-
sitions with only six combined
points
Throughout the day the
L
With the wall in sight a Lady strives for
